Introducing the QSX-79Tplus
Best Price-to-Performance for Gold & Silver Testing
Maximize profits when buying gold, silver and additional precious metals
with the newest desktop analyzer designed specifically for gold buyers; the QSX-79Tplus
The innovative QSX-79Tplus from Quickshot XRF combines the
power and sensitivity from our higher end analyzer with the
economical design of our lower cost unit – making a top
performing solution for gold, silver and additional metals.
The accuracy, repeatability, software benefits and report function
make this system unmatched in precious metal applications.

www.QuickshotXRF.com
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Handheld XRF (gun style) or Desktop XRF (bench top)
How does the QSX-79Tplus desktop system compare to handheld analyzers?
Quickshot XRF does offer a top performing handheld system
(QSX-HH), but based on our experience, we only suggest
that technology over a desktop when portability is required.
Benefits that desktop analyzers provide over handheld include:








Streamlined software operated on a CPU; not a PDA
Report Generation
Color Camera insures sample alignment
Increased stability and repeatability
50 Watt X-ray tube (as opposed to a 4-10 Watt tube)
Plated Gold Awareness/Protection
Limited Analyzer Theft

The best value on the market includes:
Compact Analyzer Chamber
All-in-One Computer
Si-PIN Detection Technology
Full Precious Metal Software Package
 Top Performance on Gold and Silver
 Reporting Capabilities
 Color Camera
 Full Warranty and QSX Support





plus the top accuracy and repeatability

QSX-79Tplus Specifications
Primary Application

Gold and Silver Content
additional metals also

Elemental Range Potassium (K) to Uranium (U)
Exterior Dimensions
WxDxH
Interior Chamber Size
WxDxH

15” x 19” x 15”
( 381 x 483 x 381 mm)
11.5” x 12” x 3”
(292 x 305 x 76 mm)

Measurement Time

5 seconds for karat id
30-100 sec for concentration

Software Package

FPM-V2011 (newest)

Color Camera
Operating System
Measurement System
Computer Included
Gold Karat Identification

Windows XP

What is Important to You?

Bottom-Up

When talking to gold buyers that have considered
low-cost handheld analyzers; the top three concerns
with the handheld systems include:
1. Accuracy
2. Repeatability
3. Report Functions

Yes, with software loaded
Yes, in 5-10 seconds
Yes

Detector System

Pin-Diode System
resolution of 170-180 eV
Yes

X-Ray Tube

Liquid Cooled, 50kV

Powered By

110v outlet

Collimator(s)

3 mm (0.12”)

Warranty

Specialists in XRF for
Gold and Silver Testing Needs

Included

Safety Features

Liquid Nitrogen Free

www.QuickshotXRF.com
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If these aspects of your testing equipment are important
to you, then the QSX-79Tplus should be considered.
The system has been developed specifically for your
interests; with over twenty years of experience.

Full Year

Sample Report from the QSX-79Tplus

Software Package
for Gold and Silver Analysis
Quickshot XRF Developed Software That is Simple for Any User
All desktop analyzers from QSX Instruments provide the accuracy that is required in gold and precious metal
analysis. They also provide simple-to-navigate software that has proven to be very popular.
In developing the software, QSX focused on what our customers need; easy to use software with complete
information at their finger tips. All the critical information is on one screen (below) with simple commands
so that only a basic knowledge of computers is required to gain accurate results quickly and clearly.

Screen Shot From the QSX-79Tplus
Fast Karat Matching
Measurement time remaining

Selected
calibration
Measurement results
are displayed here
Spectrum color-coded
for elements in sample

Camera Output

Statistics of the results
are displayed here
QuickShot XRF Authorized Distributor
Contact Quickshot XRF Distribution Team for
the authorized distributor in your region
Ph: 716-438-8542 ~ Em: sales@quickshotxrf.com
www.quickshotxrf.com

